Makerere University Biochemistry Society (MUBcS)
About MUBcS
The Makerere University Biochemistry Society (MUBcS) is a students' body comprising of all
students doing Biochemistry in the Faculty of Science at Makerere University.
The Association is managed by a 12 member executive comprising of the President, Vice
President, Speaker, Deputy Speaker, General Secretary, Publicity Secretary, Treasurer, Project
Coordinator, 3 year representatives (from each year) and a Patron.
The aims and objectives of the association are;
•
•
•
•
•

To foster the interaction of members of the association at all levels for the purpose of
enhancing an amicable academic and social relationship.
To coordinate the students to the administration on issues of exams, industrial training
etc.
To create a link between the lecturers and students, students and students, students and
biochemistry alumni.
To create awareness about employment opportunities after university by ensuring
interactions between qualified people in the field and students.
To set up projects that may be deemed important for the associations' progress as
determined by the executive and / or by the general assembly.
Contact MUBcS
mukbiochem@sci.mak.ac.ug

MUBcS Executive 2014/2015
President: NAMUSOOSA RITAH, Year 3 (Bsc Biochemistry & chemistry )
Vice President: Kawuuzi Peter, Year 1 (Biochemistry, Botany)
Speaker: Masereka Eric Sikahwa, Year 3 (Bsc Biochemistry & Botany)
Deputy Speaker: Namatovu Norah, Year 1 (Bsc Biochemistry & chemistry )
General Secretary: Kyokisa Florence, Year 3 (Bsc Biochemistry & chemistry)
Deputy General Secretary: Kiberu Davis, (Bsc Biochemistry & chemistry )
Publicity Secretary: Asiimwe Aggrey, (Bsc Biochemistry & chemistry )
Treasurer: Muliika Patrick, Year 3 (Bsc Biochemistry &chemistry)
Deputy Treasurer: Aujat Brenda, (Bsc Biochemistry & chemistry )
Project Coordinator: Sinya Timothy, Year 3 (Bsc Biochemistry & chemistry)
Deputy Project coordinator: Aliker simon, (Bsc Biochemistry & chemistry )
Year 3 Representative: Kinene Huziama, Year 3 (Bsc Biochemistry & Mathematics)
Year 2 Representative: Nabukeera Louise, Year 2 ( Bsc Biochemistry & Chemistry)
Patron: Dr. Apollo Balyeidhusa, Lecturer (PhD)

Biochemistry Alumni 2010/2011 Class
1. Abiraga Daniel
2. Atwijukire Evans
3. Aijuka Gilbert
4. Bright Moses
5. Balimutajjo Francis
6. Isingoma Paul
7. Jjoloba Wilberforce
8. Kiyaga Shahid
9. Kiviri Derick
10. Kwagalakwe Asenath
11. Kizito zacheous
12. Mawanga Henry
13. Musasizi Jonathan

14. Nabakooza Grace
15. Nambabali Zakia
16. Namulumba Aidah Kitiibwa
17. Nankya Harriet
18. Namugambe Jackline
19. Nalubega Sumayiya
20. Nayiga Josephine
21. Nyangoma Precious
22. Omara Jolly Joe
23. Ssebowa Joseph
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Biochemistry Alumni 2009/2010 Class
1. Ajuna Mukonyezi
2. Derrick Wokorach
3. Emmanuel Luyinda
4. Enock Kakonge
5. Geoffrey Arinitwe
6. Harman Kato
7. Janet Athieno
8. John Ggolooba
9. Joseph Mukalazi
10. Norman Nwahereza
11. Peter Bulamu
12. Rogers Aliganyira
13. Rogers Matovu
14. Samuel Kamya
15. Shamimu Kawala
16. Stellamaris Kembabazi
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Biochemistry Alumni 2008/2009 Class
1. Barnabas Mubangizi
2. Belinda Nalwoga
3. Cissy K. Nabankema
4. Emmanuel Kiirya

5. Emmylin Nabanobe
6. Eva Akurut
7. Herbert Damale
8. Joel Julius Nsubuga
9. Joshua Mabonga
10. Nathan D. Baleeta
11. Niyo Okeny
12. Patricia Maureel Onyango
13. Rodney Ogwang
14. Rose Mbabazi
15. Sumayiya Namatovu
16. Yahaya Gavamukulya
17. Zainah S. Babirye
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Biochemistry Alumni 2007/2008 Class
1. Betty Victoria Wachira
2. Charles Ejiet
3. Claire Nanyonga
4. Immaculate Kanyunyuzi
5. Jamil Serwanga
6. Juliet Nnambidayo
7. Mackline Bainomugisha
8. Nicholas Lwanga
9. Priscilla Mirembe
10. Steven Debuni Ogole
11. Sylvia Nampeera
12. Timothy Byaruhanga
13. Kiberu Ashiraf
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Biochemistry Alumni 2006/2007 Class
1. Davis Ashaba
2. Francis Williams Ojara
3. Gyaviira Nkurunungi
4. Kennedy John Bukenya
5. Louis Innocent Mutambuze
6. Phionah Tushabe

7. Rita Sanyu
8. Robert James Ocheing
9. Samuel Kusemererwa
10. Wilson Essanyu
BSC 2011/2012
Name of Student

subjects

Ssempala Hakim

Biochemistry,math

Wasswa Charles

Biochemistry,math

Nkamwesiga Allan

Biochemistry,chemistry

Ogaba Steven

Biochemistry,chemistry

Ssempijja Joseph

Biochemistry,

Ahimbisibwe Aaron

Biochemistry,computer sci

Ssekandi B Gift

Biochemistry,math

Mutebi K Muhammad

Biochemistry,math

Ntabadde Rashida

Biochemistry,chemistry

Ainake Janis

Biochemistry,chemistry

Ndhote Yazidi

Biochemistry,math

Ntege Bosco

Biochemistry,chemistry

Kintu Christopher

Biochemistry,chemistry

Walusimbi Bridgious

Biochemistry,chemistry

NEWS
SCIENCE, RELIGION AND FRIENDSHIP
BY GAVAMUKULYA YAHAYA
BSC III (BIOCHEMISTRY, BOTANY)

I know how true it is in science that a good experiment is much more convincing and
appealing than reading or talking about the truth it demonstrates. A human being acting
truly has a tremendously greater impact on us than discussions about what our conduct
ought to be. I believe that science and religion are far closer together than most people
think; in both of them, truth is most complete in action. Ideas are secondary. Religion, or
should I say the religion that I and most of my friends care about, is concerned deeply and
fundamentally with what happens between one person and another, with the mystery of
friendship and love, and their transforming power. This religion must have a supernatural
being at its centre; nothing less will do, no dogmas or rules or pseudo-scientific notions will
suffice, for these are all thoughts produced by persons and therefore less than persons.
Nothing less than a living person can give us the complete truth about humanity. That is
why Holy Books are significant. If I have any conception of God – otherwise an
incomprehensible mystery – it is through them.
To love a person – friend or husband or wife – is I think the most satisfying of all
experiences; it seems supremely what we are made for; nothing else is so meaningful,
however incapable we may feel of expressing that meaning in words. It seems to me logical
that if we are to find some essential truth about our existence in the universe, it must be
something that includes this most meaningful experience in our lives – it must be truth in a
person. Whatever God is, there must be a person in his mystery.
This thought will encounter strong resistance in many people – especially those whose
experience of love has been unhappy or trivial and passing. Others cannot accept it because
the scientific search for truth occupies their minds exclusively. They think of the vast
material universe, its immense expanding distances, of spiral nebulae, hydrogen
condensation, cosmic rays, and short-wave radiation. If they think of it as a mystery, it is a
cold impersonal mystery. They forget that there is another mystery – the mystery behind the
eyes of another person. If the material universe is tremendous in its extent, endless in its
possibilities of exploration, so also is the world inside the minds of the people who sit
beside us, every bit as mysterious and fascinating. I don't mean fascinating in the way it is
seen by a psychologist but as it is experienced in the warmth of friendship and love. This
warmth is as real as any of the particles of physics, indeed far more unchanging, and it is as
dependable and eternal a truth as Einstein's ε=mc² may prove to be. If the heart of the
universe is warm, there is a supernatural being at its centre – God.

The fact that religion – seen in the understanding and daily living of humble people – has
survived the terrible strain, to which it has been subjected from within, is a testimony of the
strength and truth of its original message. There are people in perhaps every section of
religion who have got beyond the quibbling about words and began to discover what God
meant by abundant life. Such people are not distinguished by the religions they accept but
by the quality of their lives. They make one aware that the abundant life is a life lived very
much in the physical world, using all our material and bodily resources and energy with as
much insight and understanding of each other as possible. It is not a vague ecstasy achieved
during religious devotions, not a condition of spirit to be reached in the life to come; yet it in
no sense depends on wordily success, power, or property. It is an everyday life lived richly,
deeply, sensitively, and adventurously; and it can include in its wholeness, very
significantly, the delights of love.

